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ABSTRACT With the increase in usage of machine learning models within many different aspects of
customer interactions, it has become very clear that bias detection within associated customer interaction
datasets has led to a critical focus on issues such as the identification of bias prior to model building, lack
of understanding and transparency within models, and ultimately the prevention of biased predictions or
classifications. This has never been more important since the introduction of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the associated rule of ‘‘right of explanation’’. In this paper, we survey the state of
the art for bias detection, avoidance and mitigation within datasets, and the associated methods and tools
available. Our purpose is to establish an understanding of how established customer interaction-based use
cases can utilise these techniques. The focus is primarily on tackling the bias in unstructured text data as a
pre-process prior to the machine learning model training phase. We hope that this research encourages the
further establishment of responsible usage of customer interaction datasets to allow the prevention of bias
being introduced into machine learning pipelines and to also allow greater awareness of the potential for
further research in this area.

INDEX TERMS Bias detection, machine learning, bias evaluation, explainable AI.

I. INTRODUCTION
After more than ten years of continuous improvement in
AI-based deep learning models, researchers have now started
investigating the issues arising from AI-based systems [1].
Besides ethical concerns, other issues at the heart of machine
learning are critical to handle. Examples are, biased decisions
due to bias in the training data and the model; a system
wrongly predicting/classifying an object with high confi-
dence; a lack of understanding of how a decision is taken,
or what input features were important in this decision [2].
This can lead to legal complications, such as the lack of
adherence to the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)1 rule of ‘right to explanation,’ e.g., a bank client
whose loan application has been rejected has the right to know
why their application was rejected or to understand why a
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bot/chatbot responded with a specific answer/information to
a query.

According to the Cambridge dictionary [3], bias is the
act of supporting or opposing a particular person or thing
in an unfair way, because of allowing personal opinions to
influence one’s judgment. In machine learning (ML), bias can
be detected in various places of an ML pipeline such as data
collection& planning stage, storage, pre-processing, training,
and decision-making (metrics) stage. Levitin [4] highlights
that as data is collected by humans, they decide what to collect
andwhat not. The objective for which the data is collected and
its respective planning leads to wrong analysis/conclusions,
e.g., which population/features to select and what to label,
also called lexical bias [5]. At the learning stage, it is the bias
that exists due to the transfer of bias in the model and how
much it affects certain groups while proposing a generalised
model that will work for all groups in the data [6]. The trained
model is evaluated by its performance on the test set using
various metrics, where each performance is dependent on
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FIGURE 1. An overview of Bias in the ML process.

the application area. For example, customers might be more
concerned about false negatives (e.g., being denied a loan
when they actually are deserving), and companies care about
false positives (e.g., recommending loans to people who dont́
pay them back). Other evaluations include — if the model is
outputting probabilities — what threshold should be present
in order to bolster the decision, and, whether it should be
binary or multi-class (e.g., bias, not bias, bias with doubt) to
avoid uncertainty in the decisions of these algorithms.

Similarly, fairness in decision-making is another require-
ment for ML models, which can be achieved by measuring
appropriate metrics. For example, Kim et al. [7] enhanced
the work of Dwork et al. [8] using computationally bounded
awareness, i.e., if the user has one of the metric information,
the model can be tested a number of times and analysed for
its fairness.

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a research area
that is aiming at the development of machine learning tech-
niques that will enable us to understand, create trust, and give
us the ability to manage emerging systems that use AI [2].
The users of this capability to ‘‘explain’’ are the data scien-
tists, end-users, company personnel, regulatory authorities or
indeed any stakeholder who has a valid remit to ask questions
about the decision-making of such systems. Various forms
of explainability techniques are used for the detection of
bias, e.g., explanation with statistical analysis, and surrogate
models.

A detection/debiasing step can be placed in the data pro-
cessing pipeline that can result in fair and unbiased predic-
tions by trained (fitted) ML models. Under this context, bias
in a trained ML model is defined as the existence of any
prejudice/favouritism toward an individual or group, based
on their inherent or acquired characteristics [9] that came in
the data. In contrast, fairness is defined as the absence of any
sort of bias.

It is worth highlighting that more often than not, bias,
fairness, and explainability overlap; however, they are three
distinct fields in machine learning. XAI helps in detecting
bias by answering how or why one decision is made, whereas,
fairness is a subjective use of ML without favoured or unfair
decision-making considering wider aspects of human life [2].

Scope of this paper: Our focus in this paper is mainly
on reviewing the tools, techniques, approaches, and method-
ologies that are used for bias detection, avoidance, and miti-
gation. More specifically, we focus on pre-processing tech-
niques to tackle bias in unstructured textual data and its
usage for ML and/or ML models trained on textual data.
This will help in detecting and removing bias before applying
any ML algorithm. In order to make our work applicable to
real-world scenarios, we will focus on specific use cases for
addressing bias in contact-centre environments. The goal is
to have specifications for documentation, which can be made
available internally and externally describing known biases
in each of the solutions.

Next, we present a taxonomy of the different types of bias,
based on the recent literature, we describe our use case and
present a state-of-the-art review of the existing solutions we
can leverage. We will also highlight any XAI techniques that
have been used or can be used for highlighting, identifying,
and detecting bias in datasets and machine learning models.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II will discuss a
few use cases. Section III will discuss some types of biases.
It will be followed by Section IV, which is a detailed review
of tools and libraries that can be used for bias detection.
A comparison of different approaches for the use cases will
be presented in Section V. Section VI will highlight the
current challenges and some opportunities for research in this
domain, and we will conclude the paper in Section VII with
final remarks.

II. USE CASES
There are a number of use cases that this paper intends to
focus on. These use cases cover scenarios where bias is to
be detected as a pre-process in order to define whether or
not the dataset analysed is suitable for usage in training an
ML model. The ultimate intention here is to present, using
bias detection methods in combination with XAI techniques,
a clear picture of the biases within the dataset to allow a
human decision and possible intervention prior to the ML
model-building phase. We determined the following scenar-
ios where bias detection solutions can be put to use.

A. CUSTOMER DATA UPLOADED BY ORGANISATIONS
In many cases, organisations may use external data sources
or 3rd party tools for carrying out their business, such as
customer data from a CRM (customer relationship manage-
ment) or ERP (enterprise resource planning) made available
to them.

Examples of such data are survey answers that indirectly
measure customer loyalty towards a service, and customer
profiles from CRMs that are provided ‘‘as-is’’. These may
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contain hidden biases that organisations may not even be
aware of. For example, including survey responses for ques-
tions that customers are less likely to answer, sampling them
based on customer profiling or only from a particular demog-
raphy, etc. can lead to inaccurate analyses and false interpre-
tations. If such data is fed directly into the ML pipelines of
products/services, it subsequently propagates the biases into
the models and later into the predictions [10].

B. AGENTS’ BIAS ASSESSMENT
In a contact centre setting, an agent can interact with cus-
tomers using different media types (e.g., voice, chats, emails).
Interactions may contain a transcription of what was said
by agents and customers. For example, the transcript can be
classified in real time to give feedback to the agent, e.g.,
on the emotion of the customer [11]. Similarly, the same can
be done on understanding the speech/voice of the customer
or agent. Since an organisation aims to provide the best
customer experience, it would be useful to identify agents
(and customers) who present a given bias against the other
side. For example, agents that discriminate elderly or behave
in a different way with female customers. Clearly, this is
unprofessional behaviour that organisations would like to
detect and help agents by providing relevant training, for
example.

C. LANGUAGE MODELS AND CHATBOTS
Bots, automated AI-based programs designed to mimic
human text interaction, are also part of the solution offered
by contact-centre solutions [12]. Those are software enti-
ties that are usually the first point of contact for a cus-
tomer, and are charged with collecting basic information
by interacting with the client, before potentially involving
a human to assist the customer. Tracking and visualising
bias in the pipelines for creating or tuning in-house chatbots
is a relevant use case. Bias identification at every stage of
the creation/tuning process would help organisations make
the best-informed decision that benefits their business when
wanting to implement chatbots. These bots are also built
on top and/or use existing pre-trained models that may also
contain bias of some type. Bias discovery and documentation
should be considered as well during the documentation ofML
pipelines.

III. TYPES OF BIAS
This paper aims to primarily address biases in textual data,
that occur during the data collection and dataset construction
stages. For instance, racial bias may need to be addressed in
some of the review data which consists of inputted text, but
it may also need to be addressed in the dataset as a whole if
the race categories do not have appropriate representation in
the data. Section III-A highlights generic types of biases that
might exist in some datasets. Whereas, section III-B focuses
on textual datasets specifically, and the types of bias present
therein.

A. BIAS IN DATASETS
There are several taxonomies of the types of bias found in
datasets, depending on the features of the dataset. The survey
in Mehrabi et al. [9] classifies the different types of bias
depending on theML stage at which they appear, e.g., dataset,
algorithm, or users, as found in Figure 1. For our purposes,
we focus on biases within the dataset as a whole, including:

1) Measurement bias arises when data collectors (e.g.
researchers, clinicians, participants) use inaccurate
methods to measure variables represented in the
dataset. This bias is not limited to measurement how-
ever, as it also can arise from the way certain features
are chosen, utilised, or classified. If customer inquiry
trends were being recorded and classified by topic,
measurement bias could occur if the classifier was
assigning incorrect labels to the topics.

2) Omitted variable bias occurs when one or more vari-
ables, specifically those important for understanding
or accounting for what is represented in the dataset,
are left out. When datasets with omitted variables are
used to trainmodels, this sort of bias impacts regression
models the most [13]. If information about customer
use of a chatbot was recorded but the region or time
zone information of the customer was not included, this
omitted variable bias could lead to inaccurate general-
izations of peak customer engagement times in differ-
ent areas.

3) Representation bias refers to skews in the presence or
ratio of different demographics in a population, such as
a dataset that overrepresents customers within a certain
range age, gender, race, or the like. This would lead to
issues when a model trained on the dataset is applied to
group or individuals who do not fall into that demo-
graphic. Representation bias might also arise in the
form of semantic representation bias, which can occur
in online biographies or while using word embeddings
e.g. [14].

4) Aggregation bias occurs when false conclusions are
drawn about individuals or subgroups based on gen-
eralizations of the entire population. It could manifest
as modifying a dataset to aggregate the customers by
gender and failing to account for subgroup differences
such as age or region. This form of bias assumes that
mapping from the independent variables to dependent
variables is common across various classes/categories
of the data [15].

5) Sampling bias refers to the non-random sampling of
subgroups, and could occur if a dataset meant to be gen-
erally representative of the customer population were
only sampled from a certain region. It results in lack of
generalisation for the trained models since they have
not experienced samples from a representative portion
of the population [9], [16].

6) Longitudinal data fallacy arises when diverse cohorts
of temporal data are analysed at a single time point,
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as that sort of generalization loses a lot of information
that can come overtime [17]. As an example, [18] and
[9] highlighted changes in Reddit data where comment
lengths were considered to be decreasing in general
over time. However, when bulk data was considered,
it showed the opposite trend i.e. comment length
increased over time when data from cross-sectional
snapshot of the population from different years were
analysed.

7) Linking bias arises when network attributes misrepre-
sent the true behaviour of users. According to [19], the
features such as connections, interactions, or activity
obtained to form a network might result in variance in
attributes. This difference or variance might be consid-
ered as behavioral biases.

8) Unintended bias is a broad type as it can be in various
forms that can affect ML models and their results.
For example, Nozza et al. [20] worked on unintended
bias detection in Misogyny Detection models. The bias
in these models is in the form of detecting and scor-
ing high specific words e.g. ‘women’ because those
were mostly used in the sentences/data for training and
detecting misogynistic tweets/comments. Therefore,
the models are biased towards such words and even
normal tweets or comments containing such words are
predicted as misogynistic. Similarly, Alves et al. [21]
worked on highlighting unintended bias in tabular data
of credit risk prediction (e.g., should not predict people
from a specific ethnicity or region) or data about law
students passing or failing a bar exam (e.g., race, sex,
and family income).

The majority of the above, are introduced in the data-
gathering process. However, we aim to highlight and discuss
in detail the detection of the different types of bias that already
exist in our datasets, specifically, in features of textual format.
This typically entails data provided by customers, examples
of which are: call transcripts, messages/emails, and survey
responses, among others. Such data sources are unstructured
(or semi-structured), totally depend on the input of customers,
and are susceptible to all kinds of linguistic biases that are not
captured in the list above.

B. AVAILABLE DATASETS
For textual elements of customer interaction-related datasets
(e.g., reviews, feedback), the focus is on identifying gen-
der, racial, religious, and client/consumer/customer bias.
To this end, we have collected a few datasets to help us
benchmark different types of bias detection algorithms. [22]
reports findings in societal bias, more concisely regard-
ing gender, race and religion. Gender bias was explored
by looking at associations between gender and occupa-
tion; racial bias was explored by looking at how race
impacted sentiment; religious bias by looking at which words
occurred together with religious terms related to certain
religions.

1) GENDER BIAS DATASETS
This type of bias is one of the most common and we
have identified three datasets for our experiments. Hateful
Symbols [23] dataset contains tweet IDs of tweets that are
potentially sexist or racist. Actual tweets can then easily be
retrieved using any Twitter API or parsing tweet content
from https://twitter.com/anyuser/status/tweetId. Sexist com-
pliment [24] includes tweet IDs of some tweets that con-
tain hostile versus benevolent sexism. Misogyny identifica-
tion2 includes raw tweets and classifies them as misogynistic
and/or aggressive [20].

2) RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS BIAS DATASETS
US hate crime3 includes race/ethnicity and religious infor-
mation on victims of hate crimes in the USA, as well as
the various offence types. COMPAS4 [25] (Correctional
Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) is
a popular commercial algorithm used by judges and parole
officers for scoring criminal defendants’ likelihood of re-
offending (recidivism). It has been shown that the algorithm
is biased in favour of white defendants, and against black
inmates. The COMPAS dataset contains outcomes within
2 years of the decision, for over 10,000 criminal defen-
dants in Broward County, Florida. The ‘‘Stop, Question and
Frisk’’ database5 contains data from NYPD officers’ interac-
tions with potential suspects of committing a crime. Features
include locality-based information like time, street name, area
code, etc.; crime-related features include weapons carried,
contraband found, summons issued, suspect frisked, etc. The
data also contains elements describing the physical appear-
ance of the suspect like height, weight, build, hair colour, age,
and race. The target variable of interest is whether an arrest
was made or not.

3) CLIENT/CUSTOMER/CONSUMER BIAS DATASETS
There are several available datasets containing customer
reviews of various products in textual form.A large number of
those comes fromAmazon reviews,6 that besides a numerical
rating, can provide a short description of the customers’
experience with the product. Different types of bias may be
present in such datasets, especially in cases where customer
experience with it, was unsatisfactory. Another source of
textual data comes from transcripts taken from calls between
customers and call centre agents. The Action-Based Conver-
sations Dataset [26] contains human-to-human interactions
with 55 distinct user intents requiring unique sequences of
actions. Although the actions are unrelated to our interests,
detecting bias in those conversations is totally possible (and
necessary). The development of reliable chatbot services has

2https://amievalita2020.github.io/data/
3https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/sumaiaparveenshupti/us-hate-crime-

dataset-20102019-multiple-sources
4https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/danofer/compass
5https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/stats/reports-analysis/stopfrisk.page
6https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/datafiniti/consumer-reviews-of-

amazon-products
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been a major focus for many companies. To achieve that,
they use chat datasets containing chat conversations between
customers and call centre agents. Such instances include the
Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus7 containing about a million conver-
sations on Ubuntu-related technical support issues, as well
as the Twitter Customer Support dataset8 containing over
3 million tweets and respective replies from some of the
biggest companies likeAmazon, Spotify andBritishAirways.

IV. REVIEW OF THE TOOLS/LIBRARIES
The use cases outlined in Section II involve generating sys-
tems that can analyse customer service transcripts by clas-
sifying biased language, performing sentiment analysis in
customer dialogues, and recommending or selecting options
based on the prediction and classification of a result as desir-
able or undesirable. In the interest of building high-level lan-
guage models that are either unbiased themselves or capable
of classifying bias and sentiment, it is necessary to examine
both the steps to construct a language model as well as the
biases that exist and are compounded throughout the process.
High-level languagemodelsmay inherit bias from their build-
ing corpora or the embeddings that allow them to process text,
or from the training data for specific tasks.

There are several steps for constructing language models
capable of performing tasks for the use cases of sentiment
analysis, hate speech classification, and mitigating bias in
prediction and recommender systems. To perform these sorts
of tasks, a model must first be able to parse raw text into
tokens or structures able to be understood by a computer,
that is, sentence embedding or encoding. Sentences may be
encoded using language models at the contextual embedding
level (e.g., ELMo, CoVe), or at higher levels (e.g., BERT
trained on additional task corpora). Contextual embedders,
in turn, may be built from static embeddings, which encode
words instead of sentences, or from text corpora; static
embeddings themselves are built on text corpora. Higher-
level language models may be able to learn additional tasks
by training on datasets for, as an example, coreference res-
olution, with these task-training datasets understood as task-
specific corpora.

Unfortunately, social biases (e.g., racism, sexism, xeno-
phobia, ageism) exist in society and are reflected in the stories
our society tells and has told throughout history. These stories
and articles and comments that reflect our society’s biases,
however, make up much of the text corpora used to build and
train language models, such that the language models at any
step in the workflow inherit those social biases when encod-
ing information, revealing themselves in disparate treatment
and impact when that information is used by the model to
make decisions and create outputs later down the line.

There have been biases found in all stages of the workflow,
from the building corpora to the embeddings to the task

7https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/rtatman/ubuntu-dialogue-corpus
8https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/thoughtvector/customer-support-on-

twitter

corpora to the models performing the tasks. In addition, there
have been flaws found even in the different bias detection and
debiasing methods, which also must be acknowledged.

A. STATIC EMBEDDERS
Static embedders train on text corpora to create word embed-
dings, that is, vector representations of words based on what
words occur around them in a corpus. Most frequently,
these encodings are based on proximity and thus are vec-
tors of association. Word2vec [27], one such embedder,
creates embeddings using context windows around target
words in corpora, and GloVe [28], another, uses the global
co-occurrence statistics of words in a corpus. One notable
exception to this trend, however, is the Symmetric Pat-
tern [29] embedder, whose embedding construction relies on
finding patterns of synonyms and antonyms in corpora.

Word2vec is one of the most widely used static embedders,
with both the continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) model and
the skip-gram model as options to train the continuous word
vectors from corpora, then an n-gram neural network lan-
guage model (NNLM) is trained on the word representations.
The CBOW uses the context of a word to encode it and
predicts the word based on its context. The skip-gram model
also encodes a word using its context, but weights the words
by proximity, and predicts surrounding words based on the
given word. These vectors are trained on the Google News
corpus.

Global Vectors (GloVe) is also a commonly used
embedder, which relies on statistics of global word-word
co-occurrence counts in a corpus. Given a context win-
dow and a choice of left or right context, a matrix of
co-occurrence counts is constructed. Different versions avail-
able are trained on the corpora of the 2010 Wikipedia
dump, the 2014 Wikipedia dump, Gigaword 5th Edi-
tion, a combination of Gigaword 5th Edition + Wikipedia
2014, or the CommonCrawl.9 The most popular versions
of GloVe used in subsequent studies tend to be the
Wikipedia+Gigaword combination, as well as the Common-
Crawl version. Gender Neutral GloVe (GN-GloVe) [30],
trained on the 2017 English Wikipedia dump, learns word
embeddings with protected attributes by simultaneously iden-
tifying gender-neutral words and building the word vectors.

FastText [31] is based on the aforementioned skip-gram
model, where each word is represented as a bag of character
n-grams. A vector representation is associated to each char-
acter n-gram, and words are expressed as sums of these rep-
resentations. This embedder is trained on Wikipedia dumps,
and due to its sub-word encoding nature, it can compute word
representations for words that did not appear in its training
data.

Symmetric Pattern addresses the issue that word vector
space representations are commonly more association-based
than similarity-based; it instead looks for structures of syn-
onyms and antonyms to extract meaning rather than mere

9https://commoncrawl.org/
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proximity. The training corpus is an 8G word corpus, includ-
ing a 2012+2013 news article crawl [32], the One Billion
(1B) Word Benchmark [33], the UMBC corpus [34], and
the 2014 English Wikipedia dump. There are other static
embedding language models, but these are the most relevant
for both popularity and our use case.

B. CONTEXTUAL EMBEDDERS
Contextual embedders train on either text corpora or on
existing static embeddings, usually those produced by one
of the versions of GloVe. Instead of focusing merely on
the statistical co-occurrences of words in corpora, contextual
embedders use the context of words as well. Some contextual
embedders, due to the nature of their construction, allow for
the addition of further layers to turn the embedder into a
higher-level language model capable of NLP tasks.

Contextual Vectors (CoVe) [35] is an encoder based on
a two-layer, bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM)
network built off of GloVe vectors. InferSent [36] encoder
is based on a bidirectional LSTM architecture with max
pooling, also built on GloVe vectors trained on Common-
Crawl, and further trained on the Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI) dataset [37].

The Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [38] is a deep
averaging network (DAN) encoder built on Wikipedia,
news, question-answer pages, and forums and further trained
on the SNLI corpus. Embeddings from Language Models
(ELMo) [39] is another two-layer bidirectional LSTM lan-
guage model, trained on the 1B Word Benchmark dataset.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT) [40] is a bidirectional transformer encoder,
trained on masked language model and next sentence predic-
tion, trained on BookCorpus and English Wikipedia dumps.
RoBERTa [41] increased and extended BERT’s training time
and data to include CommonCrawl News,10 Stories [42], and
OpenWebText [43], modified BERT’s masking pattern, and
removed the Next Sentence Prediction task.

Relevant models from the Generative Pre-Training (GPT)
family include GPT [44], a transformer decoder trained on
a unidirectional language model built off BookCorpus, and
GPT-2 [45], a transformer decoder trained on a unidirectional
language model built off WebText.

There are many other contextual embedding models,
including those built using BERT, but the above are most
relevant from popularity and for our use cases. It is impor-
tant to highlight that these embedders, though often built on
Wikipedia or CommonCrawl, can be trained on a vast variety
of text corpora.

C. BIAS IN CONSTRUCTION CORPORA
Before describing the biases found within embeddings as
well as how to detect them, highlighting studies which found
bias in the corpora used to build and train these embedders
can provide insight into the origin of some of the embed-

10https://commoncrawl.org/2016/10/news-dataset-available/

ding biases. Some of these corpora biases are evaluated by
examining a corpus itself, whereas other methods train an
embedder on different corpora and compare differences in the
performance of the final embeddings.

The work in Zhao et al [46] found that the 1B Word
Benchmark used to train Symmetric Pattern as well as
ELMo had a severely skewed representation of gender which
could contribute to gender and gender-occupation bias. There
were triple the occurrences of masculine pronouns than
feminine pronouns, and those masculine pronouns would
occur with occupation words more frequently than femi-
nine pronouns would, regardless of whether the occupation
had a gender stereotype in a certain direction. The authors
in Tan and Celis [47] also evaluated the 1B Word Bench-
mark used to train Symmetric Pattern and ELMo, WebText
used to train GPT-2, BookCorpus as used to train GPT
and BERT, and a Wikipedia dump used to train Symmet-
ric Pattern, FastText, GN-GloVe, and some iterations of
GloVe. In line with [46], they found that feminine pronouns
were even less common than gender-neutral or collective
pronouns.

Unlike the preceding studies which evaluated the corpora
directly, Chaloner and Maldonado [48] trained three differ-
ent iterations of skip-gram embeddings on each of Google-
News [27], Twitter posts [49], and PubMed Central Open
Access subset (PMC) [50], as well as trained FastText embed-
dings on the Wikipedia GAP corpus [51]. Diaz et al. [52]
explored age-related bias in sentiment analysis and examined
GloVe trained on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5th Edition,
trained on CommonCrawl, and trained on Twitter tweets.
They found Twitter embeddings to produce the greatest bias,
followed by CommonCrawl, with Wikipedia producing the
least. Reference [53] used OpenAI WebText and OpenWeb-
Text Corpus (OpenAI-WT andOWTC) as used to trainGPT-2
and RoBERTa to construct their RealToxicityPrompts dataset
paired with Perspective API’s11 toxicity scores for the con-
tent. Reference [54] found that the SNLI dataset used to train
InferSent and USE contained gender, age, race/ethnicity, and
nationality bias.

The Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus (C4) [55], though
not included in the above examples, was used to train GPT-
3 [22] and investigated in Dodge et al. [56]. The nature
of the cleaning algorithm’s censorship indicates trends that
are likely applicable to other cleaned Web corpora as well.
To investigate the nature of the excluded content, the study
clustered a random sample of excluded documents using the
k-means algorithm and found that a little less than a third of
the excluded documents were of a sexual or inappropriate
nature, while the rest were on the topics of science, health,
medicine, law, and politics. The study found that the cleaning
algorithm was more likely to exclude documents from Black
and Hispanic authors and documents mentioning sexual ori-
entations than other demographics.

11https://perspectiveapi.com/
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D. EVALUATING BIAS IN EMBEDDINGS
Word embeddings have been shown to encode and reflect
the biases of the human corpora they are trained on. There
are several methods that have been used to evaluate bias in
static embeddings, with analogy completion andWEAT [57],
as well as their derivatives, being the most popular. Addi-
tionally, Gonen and Goldberg [58] proposed widely used bias
evaluation methods of quantifying the clustering accuracy of
biased words, as well as evaluating the k-nearest neighbours
of occupation words to detect gender bias.

The work in Mikolov et al. [27] tested the word2vec
embeddings for semantic and syntactic soundness using anal-
ogy tasks including those generated by the 3COSADD func-
tion; Bolukbasi [14] evaluated embedding biases based on
crowd-sourced judgments of analogies generated from the
embeddings. The principle behind using analogies is that
certain semantic and syntactic properties that are encoded
into the word embeddings can be revealed through linear
transformations and combinations of the word vectors.

The Word-Embedding Association Test (WEAT) [57]
computes the cosine similarity score of encoded word vectors
as a metric for the correlation between sets of target words,
such as those that reflect demographic identities, and attribute
words, which reveal sentiments associated with the identities.
The Word-Embedding Factual Association Test (WEFAT)
evaluates these associations against real-world statistics of,
for example, gender representation in different occupations.
The Unsupervised Bias Enumeration (UBE) [59] method.
To reduce the reliance on the original WEAT’s word lists
for assessing bias, this approach defines groups by clustering
normalized word vectors of names, defines word categories
by clustering the most frequent word embedding tokens,
selects words for the tests for each group of names, and finally
computes p values for the associations found and ordering the
tests based on the scores.

The Embedding Coherence Test (ECT) [60] evaluates how
k-nearest neighbours change for gendered words and words
with stereotypical gender associations upon normalisation
of the embeddings, and the Embedding Quality Test (EQT)
quantifies how bias in analogies improves upon implementa-
tion of a debiasing strategy. The Sentence Inference Reten-
tion Test (SIRT) [61] uses NLI principles to evaluate the
mitigation of bias in embeddings as well as how well those
debiased embeddings retain important information, such as
the ability to correctly match the test’s labels of entailment
and contradiction.

The authors in Bolukbasi [14] proposed the concept of a
gender subspace for vectors that can be used to assess bias,
namely in the difference in Euclidean distances of occupation
word vectors to male words as opposed to female counter-
parts. Many studies have used or built off of this concept of
the gender or bias subspace. Additionally, the study proposes
a calculation for Direct Bias, the proximity of a set of words
to a gender vector. The work in Manzini et al. [62] expands
the principle of the bias subspace to a multi-class setting by
taking a ‘‘one versus rest’’ classifier approach instead of a

linear word vector separability approach and introduces mean
average cosine similarity (MAC) to evaluate bias in word sets.

CEAT [63] evaluated both static and contextual embed-
dings for intersectional biases, as well as proposed the Con-
textualized Embedding Association Test (CEAT) to specifi-
cally evaluate contextual embeddings. CEAT uses a random
effects model and uses Combined Effect Size CES for its met-
ric. The study also proposed methods for Intersectional Bias
Detection (IBD), identifying words associated with intersec-
tional identities, and Emergent Intersectional Bias Detection
(EIBD), identifying those emergent intersectional biases in
embeddings. After first using the methods on static embed-
dings to identify keywords, so as not to rely on attribute lists
like WEAT does, those identified words can then be used to
measure the biases in contextual embeddings, including use
in CEAT.

E. DOCUMENTED BIAS IN EMBEDDINGS
Using the above, as well as other methods, several studies
have identified different kinds of social biases in static word
embeddings. Bias across embeddings can vary due to the
corpora used to train the embeddings, or due to the nature
of the embedder’s strategy for extracting word vectors from
corpora.

Several studies have found racial/gender bias in GloVe,
trained on various corpora like CommonCrawl,Wikipedia2014,
Gigaword5 [47], [57], [59], [63], [64], [65]. The work in Dev
and Phillips [60], evaluated GloVe trained on Wikipedia and
found names to encode not only gender or ethnicity but age as
well, with bias affecting negative sentiment instead of occu-
pational association. Other works also evaluate word2vec
embeddings [10], [59], [62], [66]. The authors in Rozado [67]
in particular, found negative associations with ‘‘old age,
middle or working-class socioeconomic status and below
average physical appearance.’’

ELMo, BERT and GPT have also been found to con-
tain racial, gender and occupational bias by a number of
studies [46], [47], [68], [69], [70], [71]. Examining social
and intersectional biases, study in Guo and Caliskan [63]
found ELMo to be the most biased contextual embedder, fol-
lowed by BERT, GPT, and GPT-2, which corresponds to each
model’s level of contextualization. Different bias evaluation
methods can reveal different kinds of biases; this is important
to keep in mind when considering both bias evaluation as
well as debiasing methods, which must be evaluated for bias
themselves.

V. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR THE
CONCERNED DATASETS/USE CASES
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR BIAS DETECTION
Not all tools and solutions we discussed throughout our lit-
erature are fit for the diverse bias detection use cases that
we have come across. Every tool has some advantages over
others and may fit better in some scenarios. In this section,
we present our findings from the comparison of the discussed
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tools based on multiple aspects such as the provision of
debiasing strategies, explainability features, multiple types of
fairness metrics, etc.

Table 1 lists some of the different metrics used in algo-
rithms throughout the literature for bias detection. Most
works/tools also embed some type of disparity metric which
is the ratio of a metric for a hypothesised privileged group
over the respective metric of the unprivileged group. As an
example, which model to use that results in more false pos-
itives or more false negatives [73], [74] as it will affect
respective classes of people. This comes more under the Fair
AI concepts. Another example could be cosine similarity
(WEAT) is considered for each target (e.g., occupation) with
respect to its attributes (e.g., gender).

B. COMPARISONS
Here, we compare the performance of different bias detection
tools on customer service use case datasets. In specific,
we use the following text-based datasets that; we believe,
cover the most typical sources of textual data that can be
utilised by a contact centre.

• Customer reviews.12

• The Action-Based Conversation Dataset (ABCD) [26].
• The Twitter customer support dataset.13

We further categorise the tools used based on the analysis
method, and in particular, whether they use a sentiment anal-
ysis or association test approach. This way comparisons are
more direct and fair for the different datasets, which in turn
are sampled, in order to have a roughly similar sample count
of around 10K data points.

1) SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The tools used to evaluate sentiment on our selected datasets
are the following:

• Language Interpretability Tool (LIT)14

• The Siebert model for sentiment analysis [76].
A major advantage is that both tools make sentiment predic-
tions based on soft probabilities, making it easy to map each
prediction on a scale from 0 (most negative sentiment score)
to 1 (most positive sentiment score). Our aim is to demon-
strate the differences (if any) between the tools, in order to
highlight the existence of varying sentiments that are present
in the selected datasets. Note that mitigating the existence of
highly negative and possibly biased samples in the datasets,
is out of the scope of this comparison.

The sentiment score distributions are shown in Figures 2a,
2b and 2c, one for each respective dataset. Looking at the
predictions of the Siebert model, they are mostly close
to the extremes for the reviews and ABCD datasets, while
for the tweets, it gets more difficult to discern sentiment,

12https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/datafiniti/consumer-reviews-of-
amazon-products

13https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/thoughtvector/customer-support-on-
twitter

14https://pair-code.github.io/lit/tutorials/tcav/

despite the fact that the Twitter channels are mostly used
to express complaints for different products. On the other
hand, LIT appears to have a more realistic result overall, with
the scores being more evenly distributed across the board.
Interestingly, for the ABCD dataset, most conversations are
mainly transactional, i.e., a more neutral result is anticipated,
but that is not shown for either solution.

2) ASSOCIATION TESTS
For the association tests, we are comparing the following
models.

• A WEAT-based model [57], trained on data containing
either gender or toxic language bias.

• Dbias [77], a general model for bias detection, that
outputs the bias-generating words in the text.

• A bias specific version15 of the RoBERTa model [78].

The results displayed in Figure.3 show inconsistencies in
the bias detection capabilities of the various models and
datasets. Whether those are due to the inherent difficulties
of detecting sentiment and bias in text, or imperfections of
the tools, it is apparent that the customer experience use cases
can benefit frommore fine-tuned solutions for detecting bias,
catered to their intricate needs.

VI. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCH
A. CHALLENGES
Based on the literature review it is clear that considering the
exponential growth of data and its usage in ML models for
various applications, also increases the challenges in handling
that data properly to avoid or mitigate its consequences.
In this section, we will talk about a few of the challenges that
can be found in bias detection.

1) LIMITATION IN UNDERSTANDING AND DETECTION OF
BIAS
Section III discusses various types of Bias which shows that
there are several types of biases whose root causes are differ-
ent. Either it can be completely unintended and might result
in data collection, storage or processing and development
of an ML model stage or it can be intentional (both for
unfair benefits or unfair enforcement rule of law which gives
exemption to various rules or actions.) In some cases, the lack
of a dataset for analysis or un-acceptance of the probability
that there might be bias in an organisational increases the
difficulty in detection, mitigation, or avoidance of bias in data
and their respective models.

2) LIMITATION IN AVOIDANCE & MITIGATION OF BIAS
Since the literature agrees on the existence of Bias in various
forms and at various stages, the research is lacking behind
for its avoidance and mitigation. Currently, there are several
works highlighted for individual cases that work at certain
stages, work at data collection and pre-processing stage to

15https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
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TABLE 1. Metrics used in bias detection algorithms.

FIGURE 2. Probability density comparison for LIT and siebert models, for different datasets.

FIGURE 3. Percentage of biased samples for each dataset and bias
detection algorithm.

avoid Bias, other works at mitigation of Bias while model
training and works can be used for detection of bias after
a model is trained, works at defining certain bias specific
metrics to make the model fairer [79], [80], [81], [82], [83].
As complete removal of Bias is not possible, work is needed
that can be a generic approach to link all the stages of ML
pipeline which can avoid and mitigate the existence of bias.

B. OPPORTUNITIES
Considering the call centre and customer review use case, the
following are a few potential opportunities to avoid and detect
bias:

1) SCHEMA OR A MODEL TO MITIGATE BIAS
In industry, the use of model cards and AI OPs is increasing.
The paper highlighted that bias exists at each level of the
ML pipeline, hence a generic machine-readable vocabulary
for model cards for AI Ops can be proposed. This schema
can be adopted for detecting and mitigating bias throughout
the pipeline. The aim can be to help investigate issues like
unfair bias at data collection, pre-processing, algorithm selec-
tion, and performance metric selection in order to answer
whether a model will perform consistently across a diverse
range of people, or does it vary in unintended ways as
characteristics like race or sex? Such a schema can bring
clarity to these kinds of disparities, encouraging developers
to consider their impact on a diverse range of people from
the start of their planning to the development process, while
keeping them in mind throughout the performance metric
selection.
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2) BIAS DETECTION USING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The use case II-A discusses data in the form of surveys and
tabular data that can be uploaded by customers of a call centre
and are not explored for bias detection. Such data can be used
to detect bias using an algorithm designed for sentiment anal-
ysis [84]. Hence sentiment analysis is done at sentence [85],
paragraph [86], and whole document level [87], and the same
can be explored in this scenario.

3) BIAS DETECTION USING EMOTION RECOGNITION
The second use case II-B highlights the agents’ bias towards
the customer. Such bias can be detected by understanding
the emotion of the agents’ voices, chats, or emails. As an
example, different authors Han et al. [88], [89] extracted
salient features (e.g., expression of negative emotions, jus-
tifications, threats, from the emails of customers to detect
their emotions. Similarly, Galanis et al. [90], Park et al. [91]
shows that emotions from the voice recordings can be used
to detect a bias towards certain customers. And a pattern of
such detections can be used as a confirmation of bias in agents
towards certain customers.

VII. CONCLUSION
This study introduced the existing landscape for detect-
ing bias in data and also examined a number of different
approaches that attempt to quantify and explain the biases
within. It also focused on specific use cases that would be
applicable for use with the tools and techniques which were
researched and also the types of bias that can be found within
these use cases. We concluded that not all tools and tech-
niques highlighted and discussed are not fully applicable to
the defined use cases we established early on with a subset of
these having a better fit for some scenarios over others. Some
potential challenges and future directions were also given that
will be helpful for future research in this area.
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